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rr~hisarticle describes the changes in the

distribution of wealth among U.S. house-
N holds that occurred between 1983 and

1989, and analyzes the role of several demo-

graphic and economic factors in contrtbuting
to the changes. It makes use of the Federal
Reserve Board’s Survey of Consumer Finances,

which is one of the few sources of time-series
information on household wealth that reports
asset holdings of individual households for a
sample of the entire population. The period
from 1983 to 1989 is a convenient and useful
period to study, because it corresponds

approximately to a single economic period:
the economic expansion that began in
November 1982 and ended in June 1990.

Academic and popular interest in distribu-
tional issues has increased in recent years,
and the 1980s have attracted particular

attention in the popular press, although
most of the attention has been given to

changes in the distributions of income
and wages.

The article first describes the data in some

detail and then the measures of inequality.
The third section reports changes in wealth
holdings for U.S. households, cross-classified

in several ways. This is followed by analysis
of the changes in the distribution of wealth,
including investigation of some possible

explanations for the changes. The final
section describes the wealth holdings of the
richest 1 percent of U.S. households, who

have a large share of total household wealth

and whose holdings have been given special
attention in previous research.

TIlE SIJRt;JTJY OF
fl~tLt~iM1t~b iFtnt~9avtnt

The Survey of Consumer Finances is
conducted by the Survey Research Center
of the University of Michigan for the Federal
Reserve Board. It was taken at six-to-eight-year
intervals between 1962 and 1983, and at
three-year intervals since then. The most
recent available surveys that are also useful
for analysis of the distribution of wealth are

those for 1983 and 1989) These surveys are
partly longitudinal; some households were
interviewed in both years, but they are not
identified on the 1989 public-use tape.

In both of these years, the survey has two
samples. The larger is a cross-section chosen
randomly to represent the entire population
of households. It consists of 3,665 households
in 1983 and 2,277 in 1989.2 The smaller is a
“high-income” sample of households expected
to have unusually large wealth holdings.
Because the wealthiest 1 percent of house-
holds hold over a quarter of total household
wealth, a national sample of households will
therefore give little information about a large
fraction of household wealth, The additional
high-income sample was intended to overcome
this limitation. It was selected from IRS
records. Households selected were first
asked if they would participate in the survey,
and then interviewed if they were willing.
Procedures were followed to insure confi-
dentiality; the IRS did not know which
households participated. There were 438
households in the high-income sample in
1983 and 866 in 1989.

The surveys are very similar but not
identical. The 1983 survey, for example,
reports calculations of the present value of
Social Security benefits and private pensions
expected by workers who are at least 40 years
old and have not yet retired. These calcula-
tions are based on assumptions about future
labor force participation, wages and inflation,

‘the 1916 survey consisted of tele-
phone rthoterviews of 2,822
households from the 1981 SCF,
with moth less detail on osset hold-
ings. The 1992 survey dun topo is
oot yet publicly ovoiloble, hot
Kenaickell ond Storo-McCluor
(19941 report preliminary findings
nod a componison with 1989.

1 Another 159 households were
interviewed in 1983 as port of the
uotooul cross-section, mt ore
eucluded from this onalyso, as
from the Federal Reserve Board’s
‘donned s’omple,” because of non-
response. See Avery and
Elliehousen (1990, pp. 1 6’l 81,
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Measuring Long-Term Trends in Wealth

Wealth is the value of assets accumulated over long periods, and changes in total
wealth and its distribution over short periods of a few years provide incomplete inforuna-
tion about individual well-being. The Surveys of Consumer Finances provide the best
recent information for different points in dune, but it is still difficult to analyze long-term
changes in the distribution of wealth with these surveys. The only previous Federal
Reserve survey with a comparable sample, including high-wealth households, is the 1962
Survey of the Financial Characteristics of Consumers (SFCC). Wolff (1987, 1994) has
compared the 1962 and 1983 data and finds little change in the distribution over that

period as a whole for measures of wealth that include owner-occupied housing, but an
increase in concentration for narrower measures limited to financial assets.

The 1977 survey has much less information on wealth holdings than the later sur-
veys. It primarily reports on the credit experience of households, and is in fact entitled

the Survey of Consumer Credit (SCC) rather than the Survey of Consumer Finances. It
does not include all wealth categories, omitting some that are important, such as holdings
of unincorporated or closely held businesses. The wealth holdings in each category are
reported in brackets, with a top bracket of $200,000 or more, while the later surveys
report holdings to the dollar. It is therefore difficult to compare 1977 with the later years.
(Analysis of the 1983 SCF shows that the results are quite sensitive to whether the data

are bracketed and what convention is used for the top bracket.) Also, the period between
1977 and 1983 includes two very different economic experiences: three years of accelerat-
ing inflation and economic expansion between 1977 and 1980, followed abruptly by
back-to-back recessions and unanticipated disinflation during the early I 980s.

These limitations are worth mentioning because comparisons of the 1977 and 1983
surveys atnracted substantial press attention when the data from the 1983 SCF were first
available; a comparison published by theJoint Economic Committee appeared to show a
dramatic increase in concentration. The increase turned out to be due to an apparent

error in reporting the holdings of one wealthy household (Curtin, Juster and Morgan,
1989, discuss this and other individual observations with questionable responses). The
more fundamental problems with comparisons are the differences in coverage of wealth

and reporting procedures between the two surveys.

For more extensive descriptions of
these surveys, see Avery and others
(I 984o1, Avery ond [lliehuuseo
(1916), Avery, Filiehousen ord
Keonickell (1988), Keraickell ond
Shock-Murquez (1992) and
Kennickell mud Woodburo (1992).

among other factors. The 1989 survey does
not contain these calculations; it reports only
the payment amount of a private pension. For
1983, locational information has been made
available on the metropolitan area or county
level for the cross-section sample (not the
high-income sample), while for 1989 no geo-
graphic information has yet been provided

on the data tape, although it was collected.
Regional information will be released for 1989
in the future. Geographic information would

obviously be useful for analyzing some com-
ponents of wealth, notably real estate.1

With a survey design combining a random

sample of all U.S. households and a separate
sample of the top few percent of the wealth
distribution, it becomes important to weight

the individual observations appropriately so
that the sample households adequately repre-
sent the universe of all households. Analysts
at both the Survey Research Center and the
Board have devoted substantial attention to
the issue of weighting. Both surveys include
weights for individual households on the basis
of the national cross-section sample and the
combined sample. The choice of weights
can affect the results, as will be seen later
in this article.

riaNad-ifTi iN ii Ni WEALTH

Wealth is defined as the value of assets
minus the value of liabilities. The SCF con-
tains detailed, though not quite exhaustive,
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information on both assets and liahih’ties,
most of which is used in this analysis. The
data in the surveys also pose some problems
for analysts, particularly with respect to com-
parison with other surveys and the process
of weighting the sample observations to
represent the nation as a whole,

Assets reported in the SCF include both
financial and real assets. Financial assets con-
sist of household holdings at depositorv insti-
tutions in the form of checking accounts,
savings accounts, money market accounts and
certifIcates of deposit; holdings of publicly
traded corporate stock; bonds ofvarious kincls,
including government bonds, U.S. savings
bonds, corporate, municipal and foreign
bonds; holdings of mutual funds; retiretncnt
accounts, such as iRAs and Keoghs; trusts;
the cash value of life insurance policies; the
current value of thrift—type pensions; and
debts owed to the household.

As noted previously, the SCF also provides
information on other private pensions that the
household expects to rcceive in the future and
(in 1983 only) Social Security benefits, even
though the household cannot convert theen
to cash,

Real assets include: owner-occupied
housing; other real estate, such as apartment
buildings and office and commercial buildings;
unincorporated, closely held businesses; auto-
mobiles; boats and airplanes; and collectibles
such as coins, staunps or objets d’art.

The surveys do not include consumer
dterahlcs besides automobiles and other
vehicles, although the debt incurred to buy
consuaner durables is reported as a liability.
Therationale for this is that consumer durahles
are generally held for usc, not as a store of
wealth. Estimating the value of consumer
durables is also difficult, Nonetheless, thcy
do constitute part of the possessions of
households, perhaps a substantial part for
lower-income households. They can he
taken into account either by attcmpting to
estimate their value (a procedure followed
by Wolff, 1987), or by excluding the debt
incurred to buy them as well as their value
on the ground that the total value of all

consumer durables is likely to be at least
as large as the remaining debt on them,
for most households. The latter is the sim-
pler procedure.

Automobiles appear to be in an interme-

diate category. They are probably not held as
a store of value, but the)’ can he converted to
cash much more easily than other consumer
durables.

Liabilities consist of home mortgage debt,
including: home equity lines of credit; debt
on other real estate; lines of credit other than
houne equity loans; outstanding credit card
debt; amounts owed on automobile loans;
money owed to a business owned by the
household; money borrowed against life
insurance or other savings or retirement
plans; and money owed to a cash or call
money brokerage account,

It is possible to construct several different
definitions of wealth froen the SCF, and ana-
lysts have done so. In this article, the basic
definition includes all of the assets and liabil-
ities in the SCF except the present value of
pensions now being received and expected,
wvhich is reported in full only for 1983.’ The
difference between these assets and liabilities
svillhe referred to as ‘net worth” or “wealth”
without further qualification. This definition
is the same as that used by Ncnnickell and
Shack-Marquez (1992), except that they
exclude miscellaneous assets (mainly col-
lectibles) in 1983 hut not 1989.1 It differs from
Wolff’s (1994) preferred measure, termed “ncr
worth,” in two ways: Wolff excludes miscel-
laneous assets and the value of automobiles
(but includes autoonohile loans). Wolff also
reports a measure that includes the value of
automobiles, termed “net worth plus autos,”
which is closer to the preferred measure in this
article, and “financial net worth” (excluding
both the value and the mortgage on o\vner-
occupied housing as well as automobiles from
net worth),

Other analyses have used both broader
and narrower uneasures. which complicates
comparisons hetmvecn sttodies, Wolff (1987)
includes miscellaneous assets for 1983, and
reports fivemeasures, ranging from an inclu-

1 Some results eucludiog consume,
debt are repurted also.

Avery and Elliehouser (1990)
worn in tit codeboak for 1983
tint “some estimates [for miscella’
venus ossetsi look to be very duhi’
ous.” locluding or uxcludint mis-
cellureous nssets in both years
does out change the results irr this
urticle.
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o Coaversotion with Arthur Kernickefl.

‘See Avery and [Iliehousen 1990,

pp. 1 6-24) for a detailed discos-
sion of weightint in the 1983 SCF.

I Conuersoton with Arthur Kennickell.

Conversotion with Geuhard Fries of
the Federal Reserve Boord. See
Kennickell aed Wuudbum (1992)
for detoiled discussion of the differ’
euces between the FIB ord SRC
weights.

sive concept that adds an imputed value for
other consumer durables and household
inventories to the assets in the SCF, to ““capital
wealth,” which is limited to currency, deposits
in financial institutions, money market funds,
and pension and insurance cash surrender

value. Avery, Elhehausen and Canner (1984b)
report net worth for 1983, and also 1977,
excluding automobiles, the cash value of hfe
insurance, the present value of expected future
pension benefits, and equity in small busi-
nesses and farms (which were not reported
in the 1977 SCC).

With a survey design combining a
cross-section sample of all U.S. households
and a separate sample concentrated in the
top few percent of the wealth distribution, it

becomes important to weight the individual
observations appropriately so that the sample
households adequately represent the universe

of all households. Analysts at both the Board
and the Survey Research Center have devoted
substantial attention to the issue of weighting,
and have developed alternative weights, which
are commonly referred to as FRB and SRC
weights, respectively. In 1983, the FRB and
SRC weights differed primarily in the way
that they combined separate weights for the
cross-section and the high-income samples.°
After the initial weights were developed, a
second set of FRB weights was constructed
when 1982 individual income tax data sug-
gested that the high-income sample may have
been given too much weight. These are known

as the ““FRB extended-income” weights.’
Alternative weights have also been constructed
along a second dimension: whether the sample

was ““blown up” to the U.S. total on the basis
of the 1980 decennial Census or the 1983
Current Population Survey (CPS). Most recent
studies have used 1983 CPS weights, but these
were not available on data tapes until after
1985; both Avery and others (1984a, 1984b)
and Wolff (1987) used 1980 decennial
Census weights.

In this article, the FRB extended-income
weight and the latest SRC weight (the revised
SRC composite weight) are used for 1983.
(These are variables B3016 and B3019,

respectively, on the data tape.) Kennickell

and Shack-Marquez (1992) use the FRB
extended-income weight.

For 1989, two SRC weights are available:
a preliminary weight used by Kennickell and
Shack-Marquez (1992) for comparing 1983

to 1989, and a final weight used by Kennickell
and Starr-McCluer for comparing 1989 to
1992 (variables X40125 and X40131). Both

are closer in design to the 1983 FRB weight
than to the SRC weight.° An experimental
FRB weight (variable X40202) was included

in early versions of the public-use rape, but
dropped from those currently available,t
Wolff (1994) reports that it generates wealth

totals that are less consistent with the Flow
of Funds (FOF) than the SRC weights. (This
issue is discussed further in the next section.)

Both SRC weights are used in this article.
The choice of weights can affect the results,
as will be seen later.

The total asset and liability values in the
SCF differ from information in other sources
in both 1983 and 1989. In particular, there
are substantial differences between the SCF
and the FOF, published by the Federal
Reserve Board, which reports aggregate data
over rime on the composition of national
wealth, In several categories, the SCF total
is much smaller. There appears to be general
agreement that the SCF is a better source for

the current values of owner-occupied housing
and unincorporated businesses, but differing
views on the relative accuracy of the data for

financial assets and liabilities. The conceptual
differences in coverage are analyzed most
extensively by Avery, Elliehausen and

Kennickell (1988) with reference to 1983,
and by Antoniewicz (1994) for 1989 and 1992.
Wolff (1987, 1994) also discusses the differ-

ences and compares them for both years.
Analysts have reached different conclu-

sions about the relative merits of the two
surveys and followed different procedures
in adjusting for these discrepancies. Wolff

(1987, 1994) takes the FOF as the more
accurate source for financial asset values and
adjusts many of the SCF figures for individual
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households by the ratio of the aggregate totals

for the SCF and the FOF. Avery, Elliehausen
and Kennickell (1988), Avery (1989) and
Curtin, Juster and Morgan (1989) have argued
that the SCF is more likely to be accurate for

1983 than the FOF in most instances. They
conclude that total assets and liabilities in
most categories are similar when the data are
reported on the same conceptual basis. Avery

(1989) points out that the FOF figures for
households are computed as balancing resid-

uals, and thus are sensitive to measurement
errors for everyother sector. He also notes
that totals for broad categories of assets, such
as bonds, are often closer than for sub-cate-
gories such as federal bonds or municipal
bonds, and suggests this may result from

misclassification.
Ifholdings of the sub-categories are

not uniform across the wealth distribution,
adjustment may distort the measured degree
of inequality. Neither Avery and others
(1984a, 1984b), Avery and Elliehausen
(1986) nor Kennickell and Shack-Marquez

(1992) adjust the SCF data. Smolensky
(1989) reviews the issue for the 1983 data
and concludes that the SCF is likely to be
the better data source, partly on the general
grounds that cross-section surveys usually

employ state-of-the-art methodology, while
time-series data collection and processing
change slowly for an ongoing series, for good
reason but perhaps at the cost of failing to
capture changes in the economy.

Several basic differences between the SCF

and FOF apply to all asset categories. The
FOF “‘household” sector includes nonprofit
institutions and personal trusts as well as

households. Wolff uses a 1980 estimate for
households alone, relative to the FOF for that
year, to adjust the FOF for 1983 (and appar-
ently also for 1989), Avery, Elliehausen and
Kennickell use Federal Reserve Board estimates
of the ‘“real” households within the FOF sector
to adjust the FOF totals. In addition, the data
refer to slightly different periods. The SCF
was conducted early in 1983. Wolff uses the

average of 1982 and 1983 year-end totals from
the FOF as the basis of comparison, while

Avery, Elliehausen and Kennickell use the
end of 1982, Since 1983 was a year of eco-
nomic recovery, in which stock and bond

prices rose by 20 to 30 percent, Wolff’s

method results in larger FOF values and
a bigger difference.

Analysts also differ in their calculated
SCF totals for individual asset and liability

categories because they have used different
weights. Wolff (1987) uses weights for the
1980 decennial Census, which blow up the
sample to 79.8 million households, while
Avery, Elliehausen and Kennickell use weights
based on the 1983 CPS, which blow up the
sample to 83.9 million households. In anost
cases, Avery, Elliehausen and Kennickell
report a larger total for the SCF, and there-
fore a larger SCF/FOF ratio. Some of the

differences are substantial: Wolff calculates
mortgage debt at $704 billion, or 63 percent
of the FOF total, for example, while Avery,
Elliehausen and Kennickell calculate it at
$975 billion, or 92 percent. In this article,
the 1983-based weights are used and the cal-
culated SCF totals are usually closer to Avery,
Elliehausen and Kennickell than to Wolff.

The larger discrepancies occur on the

liability side in both years. They are so large
that adjusting individual household data for
the difference between the SCF and FOF

leads to some rather odd results, especially
for households which report large consutner
debt, Adjusted wealth for these households
is sometimes large and negative, while unad-
justed wealth is large and positive. In 1983,
for exannple, the 10 poorest households on an
adjusted basis included five with wealth over
$1 million on an unadjusted basis; one house-
hold went from +$4.3 million to -S9.3 million.

When assets and liabilities are adjusted,
17 percent of all households in 1983 and

13 percent in 1989 reported negative net worth.
Wolff (1994) suggests that the differences in
liabilities between theSCF and FOF probably
occur because of failure to report a debt, rather
than understatement by households which
do report it; in that case, proportional adjust-
ment is likely to misrepresent the position of
households which actually report relatively
large debt holdings to begin with. In his analy-
sis of the 1989 SCF, he therefore adjusts assets,
but not liabilities, to he consistent with the
FOF. Given the much smaller SCF/FOF debt

ratios for 1983, the same argument would
appear to hold for that year as well,

FEDSRAL RISEPYB SANK OF St. LOUIS
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NA - Not available in 1989 Survey of Consumer Finaaces
NOTE: 4983 values adjusted to 1989 using the CPl.U annual average for the calendar years 11983 values multiplied by 1.24498).
‘Asset categaeies adjusted: 11983 and 19891 demand deposits and currency, time deposits, (Os, IRAs, money market accounts, bonds, stacks, call

money accaunus, mutual Funds; (1983 only) cash surrender value of insurance, cash surrender value of pensions; (1989 anly) trusts. Liability cat~
egaries adjusted: (1983 and 1989) credit card debt, consumer loans, life insurance loans, margin account debt, auromabile loans; (1983 only)
home mortgage debt, martgage debt on rental and cammerdul real estate, debt on land cantracts.

SOURCE: Survey of Consumer Irnances, 1983 and 1989

On balance, it seems best not to adjust the
data, because the 1983-based weights are used
and also because adjusting liabilities affects

the individual household data so greatly. This
article therefore uses unadjusted data for most

of the analysis, but also reports resttlts with
Wolff’s adjustments on both sides of the bal-
ance sheet (his 1983 procedure) and with

assets adjusted hut liabilities not adjusted
(his 1989 procedure).

11 11 11 ul,.fl. 11 11

11 /~‘,~‘utIc’ ~ev,a cc’s, 5 sIr u” :5

Table 1 reports mean household wealth
for 1983 and 1989. The first panel uses

unadjusted data for both sets of weights in

each year. On an)’ comparison, mean wealth
increased between 1983 and 1989, but the
magnitude depends on the weights chosen,
The increase ranges from 520,000 to $34,000.

The choice of weights is particularly impor-
tant for 1983; the difference in mean wealth
is alnnost $10,000. During the six years, mean
household wealth increased by 13 percent to

22 percent. The first and last colunnns show
wealth for the weights used by Kennickell
and Shack-Marquez (1992). The increase

was 20 percent on the basis of these weights.
The table shows the innportance of

owner-occupied housing and the present
value of future pension benefits. Future pen-

FSDSSAL RSSSRVF BANK OF ST. LOUIS
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Mean Household Wealth, 1983 and 1989
(in thousands of 1989 dollars)

1983 FRB
(83016)

1983 SRC
(83019)

1989 SRC
0(40131)

1989 SRC
(1(40125)

Unadjusted:
including autas
Exduding autos
Excludina autos and homes
lndidng autos. harnes and precent
value of private pensions a Sacial Security

5150.9
i’~5.9
102.8
2223

s160 5
155.0

17 8
731.8

5184.7
176.6
126.7

NA

5180.7
172.6
121.3

EM

Adjusted (assets and IiabiIitiesJ:

lncludir.g autas
Excluding autas
Excluding autos and barnes
Including autos barnes, and present
value of pri’iate pensians & SouaI Security

51658
160 ‘I
1752
237.2

51734
16/.9
1333
2447

5200.1
197.3
1:2.4

NA

S194./
186.6
1353

IA

Adjusted (assets onlyJ:
Including autos
Excluainguutos
Excluding uutnn and ‘lames

5:8/ 8

:823
t39.7

51969
191.4
1492

5207.7
995

1 “9.6

52018
93/

.424

Income 5334 53L0 S3&8 S358
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sions were close to one-third of mean house-
hold wealth in 1983, and owner-occupied
housing constituted about 30 percent of the
remainder in both years, more than any other

asset. Automobiles were the most widely held
asset (84 percent of all households in both
years). Among financial assets, corporate

stocks comprised the largest share (19 per-
cent in both years), and checking accounts
were the most widely held (79 percent of all
households in 1983 and 75 percent in 1989).
On the liability side, credit card debt was the
most common form of debt in both years, but.
home mortgages were almost equally frequent.
Home mortgage debt accounted for over half
of all family debt in both years.

The lower panels show the ef’fect of
adjusting assets and liabilities. Adjustment
adds $36,000 to $37,000 to assets and $22,000
to $23,500 to liabilities in 1983. It is less
important in 1989, however, adding $21,000

to $23,000 to assets and $7,000 to liabilities,
Using the adjusted data, increases in mean
household wealth are smaller in both percent-
ages and amounts. Home equity accounts for
about one-third of the increase in the unad-
justed data ($7,000 to $9,000), but over half
($15,000 to $17,000) when both assets and
liabilities are adjusted.

The table also show-s mean household
income, which is a pre-tax figure reported
by the respondent. The SCF asks about total
income and also income from various sources.
In many cases, the sum of the latter does not
equal the total.

Saw

555

t Ø~WEALT.H
Two types of measures of distribution

are commonly used in economics: measures

describing the entire distribution and measures
describing the extent of concentration at one

end of it,
The most common examples of the first

type are the Lorenz curve and its companion,
the Gini coefficient, which are often used to

measure the distribution of income. l’he dis-
tribution of wealth is usually measured by a

concentration ratio, such as the share of total
wealth held by the richest 5 percent or 1 per-
cent of all households, because it is so highly

skewed, Concentration ratios have also been
popular because one of the few time-series
measures of wealth is the estate multiplier,
which is a method of estimating the wealth

of the richest households from estate tax
returns, which are filed mainly by well-to-do
individuals, and mortality tables to estimate

the holdings of well-to-do living households.
The SCF provides information not only

about wealthy households but also about the
broad middle class and the poor.’° The Lorenz
curve and the Gini coefficient can he used to
describe the distribution of wealth among all
households in the SCF in exactly the same way
as they are used to measure the distribution
of income in household surveys.

A schematic Lorenz curve is shown in
Figure 1. It depicts the total number of house-
holds on the horizontal axis and their total
wealth holdings on the vertical axis, To con-
struct the Lorenz curve, households are first
arrayed in ascending order by wealth. Then
the cumulative total wealth is calculated,
beginning with the poorest household and
ending with the richest one, These values
are plotted for each household on the diagram,
and then connected to construct the curve,
Thus, for example, the first point on a Lorenz
curve might represent one household with
wealth of $10, the second point might repre-
sent two households with total wealth of $21,
and so on, Any given point on thecurve shows
that the poorest x percent of households own
y percent of all wealth in the society.

Two limiting cases are easily shown and
may clarify the concept. If the distribution of
wealth is perfectly equal, then evea’v house-
hold has the sante amount of wealth, and the

Lorenz curve is the diagonal line running
from the origin at the lower left at a 45-degree
angle to the point in the upper right corner
of the diagram representing the total number
of households and their total wealth, At the
opposite extreme, if all wealth belongs to one
household, then the Lorenz curve lies along
the horizontal axis until it reaches the point
representing the total number of households;
the Lorenz curve then becomes the vertical
line on the right side of the diagram.

The Gini coefficient is calculated from the
Lorenz curve as the ratio of the area between
the diagonal and the Lorenz curve over the

Avery, Fllirhauseo and Kermickell
(19871 compare estote Ira dora
mitltlelltfor 4983.
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Lorenz Curve and
Gin Coefficient

0

Gini CoeFficient:
— .4 — area berw, curve owl diagonal
— A+U — area under diaganal

area under the diagonal, or L = AI(A + B). The

Gini coefficient is therefore bounded by zero

and 1. If the distribution of wealth is perfectly

equal, the Lorenz curve hes along the diagonal,

the value ofA is zero, and the Gini coefficient

is zero. If one household owns all the wealth,

the area under the Lorenz curve is the same

as the area between the diagonal and the x-axis.

the ratio is 1.0 and the Cmi coefficient is unity.

The greater the concentration of wealth, the

closer the Gini coefficient is to unity.

With weighted or bracketed data, the

Lorenz curve consists of a series of straight-

line segments, with the length of each segment

being the weight of the observation, The 1983

and 1989 SCF contain more than 4,000 and

more than 3,000 observations, respectively,

so the line segments approximate closely to

a curve and the area B approximates to the

integral of the Lorenz curve. The Gini coef-
ficients reported in this article are calculated
from the line segments. The area A is the sum

of the areas above the line segments and

below the diagonals.

Table 2 report Gana coefficient fo 1983

and 1989 in a parallel fo m to TabI 1. The

data in the table demonstrate the importance

of the technical issues discussed in the pre-
ceding section and suggest several broad
conclusions,

5sa2,.i, 2’5t2S~52~.1~’.,

The determination ofwhether there has

been an increase in inequality depends on the

choice of weights. For the broadest measure

of wealth, and using unadjusted data, the

change from 1983 to 1989 varies from -0.002

to +0.027. The Gini coefficients differ by

0,017 for the two sets of-weights in 1983,

and by 0.012 in 1989. The standard errors

of these Gini coefficients, shown in italics in

Table 2, are large enough to cast doubt on

whether there was an increase in inequality

over the period. To analyze the significance

of the difference in the Cmi coefficients,

bootstrap estimates of standard errors were

calculated using 1,000 replications.” The

difference between the 1989 and 1983 Gini

coefficients was positive in 920 cases when

B3016 and X40125 were used as weights,

and in 992 cases when B3016 and X40131

were used. However, it was positive in only
479 cases when B3019 and X40125 were

used, and in 785 cases when B3019 and

X40131 were used. Finally, the weights for

each year were averaged (a technique used

by Wolff, 1994, for the 1989 survey); in this

instance, the difference was positive in 873

cases. These results indicate that the increase

in inequality was more or less on the margin

of significance. Whether the magnitude of

the difference is politically or socially impor-
tant is a matter for individual judgment.”

By most of the other measures reported

in Table 2, the distribution of wealth became

somewhat more unequal over the period.

When first automobiles and then owner-

occupied housing are excluded, all of the

1983-1989 comparisons show an increase

in inequality, but the choice of weights

still affects the extent of the increase,

In the remainder of this article, compar-

isons will be based on the weights used by

Kennickell and Shack-Marquez (1992), unless

otherwise indicated, These are variables

B3016 and X40125.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SI, LOUIS
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Percent of aggregate wealth
100

‘‘[feet and tthshirani It 993) is an
eacellent intradectien to the boot-
strap method. Thu fact that the
SCI sample is net roadom does rot
affect the. baatstmp method as long
as the re’sampled Gini coefficieuts
ore calculated osing the same
meights as the actual estmate.
Each re-semçlingleant the biased
sample generates tie same bias
(plus noise), Se the leetstrep pea’
cedure traces out the behavior of
the Gini coefficient esfimates ceder
the actual sampling procedure. Fee
an uiternatve procedure using the
(ockinife techetique, see yitzhoki
(1991), who prenidedo FORTRAN
program that served es a starting
pair? fee the analysis. Also, see
leeman and Yitzhaki (1989).

22 Wolff (1994) refers to an increase

af .04 in the Gini ceethcient
between 1983 and 1989 as
“sharp,’ ond a difference of .02
between Gini coefficients far two
different measures of mealh in
1 9t9 as “‘tat great.’ ffe does not
report Gin coefficients to mare than
twa places.
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Gini Coefficients, 1983 and 1989
(alternative weights)

Unadjusted:
Including autos
Standarda no
Excludtng autos
Excluding autos and homes
Including autos, homes and present

Value of private pensions & Social Security

Adjusted (assets only):

Including autos
Excluding autos
Excluding autos and homes

Adjusted (assets and non-mortgage debt only):
Including autos
Excluding autos
Excluding outos and homes

Income:

.AIiw”na.flve Measures at t%”ereith
The broader the definition of wealth,

the more equal is its distribution, in either year.

Cmi coefficients are highest when automo-
biles, home equity and the present value of
future pensions (in 1983) are excluded from

wealth. They are lowest when these assets are

included. Merely including automobiles in

household net worth reduces the Cmi coeffi-
cient by about 0.02. Including home equity
reduces it by about 0.10, as does including

the value of future pensions. These assets

are widely held, as previously noted, and

they clearly represent a large share of the

wealth of relatively low-wealth households.

Excludingconsumer debt does not have

much effect on the analysis. Mean unadjusted

consumer debt was $2,000 in 1983 and $1,100
in 1989. Cmi coefficients are consistently

lower when consumer debt is excluded, by

0.004 in both years. Since consumer debt is
relatively more important for lower-wealth

households, this is not surprising.

Acqu~sflea /i,s.s.ta4s and i.iaflflflTes
The table demonstrates the importance

of adjustment, particularly on the liability side

of the balance sheet. Cmi coefficients are all
much higher, for each set of weights and each

measure of wealth, by between 0.03 and 0.05
when liabilities are adjusted. As could be

expected from the fact that the adjustments

are larger in 1983, the coefficients for that
year are raised’ slightly more than the coeffi-

cients for 1989, and therefore the measured
increase in inequality is generally smaller.

The results in Table 2 do not adjust

for mortgage debt in 1983. The coefficient

would be raised still further in 1983, by about
a further +0.030, if mortgage debtwere also

adjusted as Wolff (1987) has done, but since

the SCF and FOF agree rather closelywhen
1983 weights are used, these results are

omitted from the table.

When only assets are adjusted, the Cmi
coefficients are lower in 1983 and usually

higher in 1989, compared to the coefficients

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

1983 FRB 1983SR( 1989 SRC 1989 SRC
(93016) (93019) (X40131) (1(40125)

.778 .795 .805 .793
.008 .009 .008 .008
.798 .814 .826 .815
.900 .912 .925 .921
.690 .708 NA. NA.

.773 .788 .813 .801

.788 .803 .832 .821

.865 .877 .920 .915

.817 .827 .836 .825

.836 .846 .858 .848

.948 .953 .967 .966

.465 .491 .540 .505
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hidex Changes in Asset Value, 1983-89
(based on annual averages, except as noted)

Percent Change,
Asset Category Index 1983-89

Stocks Standard&Paor 500 lol’
Taxable bands Dow-Jones 20-bond index 21
Tax-exempt hands Standard & Poor’s municipal 29
Owner-Occupied houses Census one-family home index 27
Investment real estate frank Russell property index 5
Unincorpototed business Russell 2000 50
Unincorporated business Hasdoq 0TC composite index 63
Farms USDA overage value/acre 16

Yearly highs

Compiled from quarterly averages; index for commercial real estate

tast trading day in December

SOURCES: S!atistical,4bst,ort a! lIne United Stales: l992 is. Bureau of the Census, Price index of
New One-Family Moines Sold; Frank Russell Company; U.S. Department of Agriculture; Lawrence 1.
White, The S&L Delude, (pp. lID-it).

based on the unadjusted data. This may reflect

the fact that the largest adjustment in 1983 is

for savings accounts, which are widely held,

while the largest adjustment in 1989 is for

stocks, bonds and trusts. The increase in

inequality is about double that based on

unadjusted data.

—

nn. t3’ftAN’Cfl
A number of phenomena have been

suggested as explanations for the changes in
the distribution of wealth (or income) during

recent years. It is possible to examine the

effects of some of these phenomena and get

at least a preliminary sense of their possible

importance. Three in particular are worth

attention: changes in asset prices; demo-
graphic changes; and the changing distribu-
tion of income.

To some extent, the changes in the

distribution of household wealth may be

attributable to changes in asset prices. Even

if each household held exactly the same assets

in 1989 and 1983, the distribution of wealth

would have changed. Wolff (1994) suggests

that such changes may have contributed sig-
nificantly to the increase in inequality that
he measures. He notes specifically that stock

prices increased more than house prices, and

stock ownership is more concentrated among

high-wealth households.

Table 3 reports commonly used price

indices for almost all of the asset categories

included in the SCF. Indices are not available

for unincorporated businesses, but the change

in their value may be approximated by the

Russell 2000 and Nasdaq small-stock indices.

It is possible to measure the effect of

these changes in asset values on the distribu-
tion of wealth by applying the indices to the
1983 holdings of each household. In behav-
ioral terms, it is assumed that the household
holds the same portfolio inboth years, neither

buying nor selling any assets, nor for that

matter moving.

For most assets, the index can he simply

multiplied by the reported 1983 value. In the

case of owner-occupied housing, the change

in the price of the house is not the change in

home equity, for two reasons. First, for house-
holds with mortgages, home equity increases
in percentage terms by more than the increase

in the price of the home. The mean ratio of

outstanding mortgage principal balance to

house value was 23 percent in the 1983 SCF,

and the mean equity was therefore 77 percent

of house value. The full value of the increase

in house value raises the owner’s equity, so

the mean home equity increased by 35 per-

cent (27/77) instead of 27 percent. Second,

it is assumed that the household continued
to make mortgage payments during the six

years; otherwise, it would default on the

mortgage and lose the house, and thus change
its portfolio. The meanremaining life of first

mortgages was 15 years, eight months, in

1983; for second mortgages, it was seven

years, 10 months. If homeowners continued

to make mortgage payanents for the six years

between the two surveys, then on average they

paid off a non-negligible share of the first

mortgage and almost all the second (unless it
was a balloon mortgage). The mean reduction

in the outstanding principal balance was

24 percent, and the mean increase in hoane

equity was 7.1 percent. The net effect of all

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS
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the assumptions is to raise meanhome equity

by 42 percent.

In Table 4, the effect of these changes on

the Gini coefficient is shown for several indi-
vidual assets and combinations of assets. The

wealth measure used in these calculations is

unadjusted and includes automobiles.

The results suggest that changes in asset

values as a whole had little effect on the dis-
tribution of wealth. The effect of changes for
some individual asset categories were large.

In three cases—stocks, unincorporated busi-
nesses (measured by the Russell Index) and
owner-occupied housing—the coefficients

change by more than the 1983 standard error,

and are about as large or larger as the increase

between 1983 and 1989. But the changes go

in both directions and largely cancel each

other. The changes in stock prices and unin-
corporated businesses both raise the Cmi
coefficient, but the change in home equity
lowers it, and has about twice the effect of

either. Even though stock prices rose more

than any other asset and stock holdings are

concentrated among richer households, the

rise in house prices increased the wealth of a

broad range of middle-class households by

enough to make the distribution of wealth
more equal. The combined effect of the

changes in all assets was to lower the Cmi

coefficient slightly, by much less than its

standard error.

The Cmi coefficients were also calculated

using the 1983 SRC weight (variable B3019),

and the results are basically the saene.

As a further check, 1989 was used as the

base year for asset holdings, and values were

deflated back to 1983. This is also shown in

Table 4. The results were consistent with those
using 1983 as the base year. The most notable
differences are that the effect of deflating stock

values from 1989 back to 1983 was much
smaller in absolute value, and the effect of

deflating equity in owner-occupied housing

was much larger, so that the effect of changing
all asset values simultaneously is larger in

absolute value. The combined effect of all

the changes is again in the opposite direction
from the change in the Cmi coefficient. There

is also one qualitative inconsistency: Deflating

investment real estate values from 1989 hack
to 1983 has the “wrong” sign. With 1983 as

Effect of 1983-89 Asset Value Changes on
1983 Gini Coefficients
(unadiusted net werth, including autos)

Change in Gini Coefficient
Asset 1983 base year , 1989 base year

Stocks
Bonds
Owner-Occupied homes
Investment real estate
Unincorporated business
Forms

All assetscombined

Net worth (from ToMe 2)

the base year, inflating real estate equity to
1989 has the effect of raising the Cmi coeffi-
cient and increasing inequality. But with 1989

as the base year, deflating real estate equity

back to 1983 also has the effect of raising
the Cmi coefficient and increasing inequality,

whereas the opposite sign would be expected.

Using either year as the base, changes
in asset values do not generate an increase

in inequality, because the changes in home

equity more than offset the changes in the

value of other assets.

Deasaaraahic
Changes in the composition of the U.S.

population may also have contributed to the

increasing inequality of the distribution of

wealth. Table 5 shows the changes in the
SCF sample between 1983 and 1989. The

importance of the post-war baby boom can

he seen in the age distribution. Almost the
only group with a growing share of the pop-

ulation is households with the head age 35-
44; these individuals were born in the years

from 1939 to 1948 in the 1983 SCF, and from

1945 to 1954 in the 1989 SCE. The SCF also

shows declines in married couples, households

with children, and especially married couples

with children. There is a reduction in the
proportion of adults with less than a high

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LDUIS

+.01348

+.001 47
—.02530
+.001 01
+.01311
—.00088

.00240

+.01 497

— .00214
— .00093
+ .04437

+ .0053 3
—.01155
+00036

+ .04536

—.01497
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Asiaa aad Padfic tslaader, aad

Americae (adios tad Alaska active,
are aeparted as twa separate cute-

as the 983 data tape (with
37 sad else absewattaas, respec-
tively) ard cambiaed late a siagle
cotegorjia 1989.

school education and corresponding growth
in those with at least some college.

In most cases, the weighted percentages

in the SCF parallel the percentages in the pop-
ulation, as measured by the Current Population
Survey (CPS), conductedannually by the

Census Bureau. There are some exceptions.
The most important is in the categorization

of households by race and ethnicity. The 1983

SCF data report much lower proportions of
households in the smaller minority groups

than does the CPS. This is apparently because

race and ethnicity were determined in 1983
by the interviewer for the SCF, while in the

CPS the respondent was asked to identify

himselfor herself. In 1989, both the SCF
and CPS used the self-identification method,

which is more commonly used. The CPS

reports that persons of Hispanic origin

amounted to 7.2 percent of all U.S. residents,

compared to only 3.7 percent in the 1983

SCF. Asian and Pacific Islanders were about

1.6 percent of the population in 1983, and

American Indians and Alaska natives were

0.6 percent, while the SCF reports 1.1 percent

for both groups combined. The CPS and SCE

are much closer in 1989: 8.8 percent in the

CPS versus 7.7 percent in the SCF for the

Hispanic origin population, and 3.7 percent

in the CPS versus 4.3 percent in the SCF for

other races.’
3

There are also other differences

in the age distribution and household com-

position, which will be discussed later.
It is possible to get an idea of the impor-

tance of these detnographic changes on the
distribution of wealth by changing the weights

for each category of household, substituting

the 1989 proportions for each group within

the category for the 1983 proportions. This

procedure represents the effect of changes for

individual households in soane cases, such as

age and household composition. People tend

to add to their wealth as they age, and changes

in household status, such as marriage, divorce

or the death of a spouse may directly affect

the household’s wealth. In others it anay not.
Individuals do not atatomaticallv increase their

wealth by completing another level of school-
ing, for exaanple, although college graduates
in general are richer than high school gradu-
ates. An adult who completes additional
schooling is likely to benefit in the first

instance through an increase in income, and

then only gradually through an increase in
wealth. For the United States as a whole, the

effect of educational changes on the accumu-
lation and distribution of wealth will also be
felt gradually: New households formed by

young adults with more schooling gradually

supplant older households whose heads have

less, and immigrants with relatively httle

education arrive in the country. Nor does

the overall change in the racial and ethnic

composition in the survey correspond to

the experience of individual households.

Table 5 also shows the mean wealth for

each group in the 1983 survey. The data in

the table suggest that the change in the age

distribution should reduce the degree of

inequality, since the age group closest to the

overall mean is almost the only group com-

prising a larger share of the population in

1989, while groups with higher and lower

wealth declined in importance. Conversely,

there ‘was a decline in the ienportance of the

household type closest to the mean wealth—

married couples with children—but in this

case there were also declines in groups with

both more and less wealth. All minority

groups have mean wealth that is farther from

the overall U.S. mean than the large white

majority, so the growth of minority house-

holds should also increase inequality. In

the case of education, the effect is uncertain

because low-wealth groups declined in impor-

tance and high-wealth groups increased.

As Table 6 shows, most of these demo-

graphic changes would have contributed to

an increased concentration of wealth, but the

effects are sanali. All are less than time standard

error for the 1983 coefficient, The largest

effect is from the changing racial and ethnic

composition of the population, hut this is sus-

pect for the reasons discussed. None of the

other denmographic changes accounted for

as antech as a quarter of the change in the

distribution of wealth. The changing age

distribution by itself contributed modestly to

a lessening of inequality, and the combined

effect of age and household composition

changes also reduced inequality.

The same tests for consistency were

conducted for the demographic changes as

for the changes in asset values, with similar

FEDERAL RESERVe BANK OF ST. LOUIS
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results. When the Gini coefficients were
calculated with the 1983 SRC weight, the

magnitudes and patterns of changes were

basically the same. When 1989 was used as
the base year, substituting the demographic

characteristics for 1983, there were some

differences, as can be seen in Table 6. The
change in household composition has a posi-
tive effect instead of the expected negative

one, and the change in the age distribution
has a much larger effect when 1989 is used

as the base year.
These results may derive from differences

between the surveys. For both characteristics,

the sample size in one category is much smaller

in 3989 than in 1983, and the weighted pro-
portion of the population in that category is
larger in the SCF than the CPS in 1983, and

smaller in 1989. Single males with children
is the smallest household composition cate-
gory. The sample size in 1989 is only 17, and
the weighted share in the SCF is less than half
the 1.1 percent reported in the CPS; in 1983,
the sample size is 40 and the proportion in
the SCF is enuch closer to the CI’S figure of
0.9 percent.

l’here is also a very large difference
between the two surveys in mean wealth for
these households; in 1983, they are relatively

poor on average and in 1989 they are above
the mean for all households, with mean wealth
alnmost three times as large as in 1983. The
difference in saanple size suggests that the
1983 figure is likely to be more accurate.
Similarly, “household heatl under 25” is the
senallest age category, and also the poorest.
The sample size is only 94 in 1989, and the
weighted share in rime SCF is soancwhat

senaller than the 5.5 percent reported in the
CI’S, while in 1983 the sample size is 295
and the proportion in the SCF is larger than
the 6.8 percent in the CPS.

These differences suggest caution in
interpreting the results in Table 6. To invest)—
gate their ianportanee, weights were changed
on the basis of each characteristic separately
to match the 1983 and 1989 CPS for age and
household composition, and the 1980 aamel
1990 decennial censuses for race and ethnicity.
The inconsistencies in Table 6 did not appear.
and the Cmi coefficients were generally close

to those reported in the ton row of Table 2.

~ctt~t~sea
Demographic Composition of SCF,
1983 and 1989

Category:

Mean Wealth
BR $t,eeoe at 1989 MOws)

1983 1989

Percent of Sample:

1983 1989

Age of household heath
Under 25
25-34
3544

4554
5564

65-74
75+

Household composition
Morrted couple, no children
Married couple, children
Single molei no children
Single mole, children
Single femole, no children
Single femole, children

Race/ethnicity

White
Block
Hisponic
Other

Educatiottol attainment
Grade school or less
Some high school
High chool graduate
Some college
College graduate or more

Men eaR ol house o su

$35.3 $13.5 8.0 4.8
47.1 73.2 22.6 20.9

117.9 149.7 19.5 23.3
220.9 284.1 35.5 14.2
245.5 265.9 15.0 14.5
273.3 254.8 12.2 13.1
163.2 194.8 7.2 9.2

$273.9 $305.6 29.4 29.8
132.1 175.1 31.2 28.6

91.8 124.2 12.0 12.8
61.4 367.9 3.1 0.4
83.6 95.7 18.3 21.8
36.2 32.2 8.2 6.7

$175.1 $216.4 82.3 75.4
35.9 48.6 12.9 12.6
31.9 49.2 3.7 7.7
88.6 176.8 1.3 4.3

$56.6 $75.4 14.5 14.1
69.1 85.7 13.4 12.7

104.0 108.3 31.5 30.0
168.9 157.3 17.7 19.6

308.9 406.0 22.9 23.6

- Hispanics are counted separately frames tie other tramps, in contrast to Census Bureau practice,
where they ore identified both as eaeer,hers af a racial graup nod as Hispanics.

Asian and Pocific Islander 180 percent in 3 983); American Indian/Alaska native
120 percent in 1983)

Alternative weiglmts anight he consrrtaeted

from the CII’S, as a anore extensive consistency
check, hut the CPS does not publish cross-

rahularions in stafflcieamt detaal and does not
use the two sanallest racial eaaegories as

controls.

reoeewc enseeve ewoona or Sa. LOUIS

150.9 180.7

Caaaeasatiaa with Daaiel Waiaberg
tIthe Ceasas lareaa.
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0 Weicher (1989) analyzes the rele

tianship between wealth and age,
aid the relatianship batween
inrawe and wealth awaag the
eldealy In the 19775CC and the
1983 SCF.

—.00292
±.001 48
—.00452
+ .00625
±.00257

±.00259

+ .03497

3983 base year 1989 base year

±.00841
+.00267
±0)392
—.00770
4-00479

— 00047

—.01497

The limitations should not ohsctere the
basic conclusion. None of the results, using
either year as the base or any set of weights,
suggest that demographic changes contributed

to the change in the distribution of wealth
(with the dubious exception of the racial and
ethnic changes). All but one of the separate

and combined effects of age and household
composition are in the direction of nmaking

the distrihurion of \vealth more equal, and
the effect of education changes is small.

Both income and wealth (on nuost com-

parisons) were more unequally distributed in
1989 than in 1983. Indeed, as reported in the
SCE, there was a greater increase in incoane

inequality. The Cmi coefficient for income
rose more than the coefficient for wealth by

any eoanparison in Table 2.
The association of these increases suggests

that the changes in the distribution of wealth

and income may have affected each other,
and it is easy to juanp to the conclusion that
the increase in income inequality caused the
increase in wealth inequality, or vice versa,

In fact, the relationship between wealth and
income is complicated both theoretically aamd
eumpirically. Part of a household’s current
income is derived from the assets reported
in the SCE, especial))’ for the richest house-
holds. and at the saane Cane part of the

household’s current income may be saved
and add to wealth in the future. CI’S data
show that the distribution of income became
slightly more unequal from year to year
between 1983 and 1989, while mean and
median household income were rising, which

might enable the richer households to add
relatively anore to their assets. ‘l’he interrela-
tionships cannot be addressed systematically
in this article. Nonetheless, it is interesting
to look at how the relationship changed
between 1983 and 1989.

There are several reasons why income
and wealth might not he highly correlated in
the SCF. The income reported in the survey
is current income, which is not necessarily
the household’s normal or permanent income.

Illness, windfalls and many other circum-
stances anaycause the household’s income
in a given year to depart from its usual level.

Wealth, which is in part the accumulated
savings from past income, is likely to he more
highly correlated with permanent income than
current income. The relationship between

current income and wealth is also affected
by the age of the adults in the household.

Older individuals have higher wealth for given
income levels than younger ones, both because
they have had onore time to accumulate wealth

and because, once they retire, their current
income is low relative to their past income.

Conversely, young adults typically have little
wealth relative to their income.”

Despite these caveats, the relationship

between income and wealth is strong. In
Table 7, household wealth has been regressed
on income and the square of inconle for both
years. The coefficients of determination are
quite high. l’he relationship between ineomne
and wealth was stronger in 1983 than in 1989,

however, and also more elastic: The intercept
is lower in 1983 and the coefficient of income
is larger. (The coefficient of income squared

is significant in both regressioums but its mag-
nitude is too small to generate a measurahie
departure from a simple linear relationship.)

The two regression lines cross at an
income of about $33,800 (measured in 1989

dollars). This is the income level at which
wealth is the same in the two years. The
auedian household income was $24,300 in
1983 and $25,000 in 1989 (both also measured

FRDERAI. RESRRVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

Effect of 1983-89 Demographic Changes
on 1983 Gini Coefficients
(unadiusted net worth, including autos)

Change in Gini CoefficientDemographic
Category

Age of household hood
Household coinposinon
Combined
Race/ethnicity of head
AU three combined

Education of hood

Mel worth (from Table 2)
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in 1989 dollars). Thus, upper-income
households were not as wealthy at any given
income level in 1989 as they were in 1983,

while those at middle- and lower-income
levels were wealthier in the later year. This

is surprising, since the change in the age dis-
tribution shown in Table 5 might suggest
that wealth would he lmigher for households

at any given income level in 1989.
It is worth noting that the change in the

income distribution reported in the SCE is

substantially greater than the change reported
in the CPS, which has a much larger sample
of about 57,000 households. Between 1983
and 1989, the Cmi coefficient in the CPS rose
by 0.017, from 0.414 to 0.431. This is less
than the increase for three of the fotor SCE
comparisons in Table 2. The comparison for
which the changes in the SCF and CI’S are
closest is also the comparison showing a very
slight decrease in \vea)th inequality.

WHO AlSO. flick

This section adopts a different focus on

the distribution ofwealth, Instead of looking
at inequality across all households, it looks
at the holdings and characteristics of the
richest 1 percent of households (a group that
has attracted interest among other analysts).
The purpose is to see if the same households
were rich in both years. Attitudes toward an
increase in inequality may be different if the
absolute level of wealth and the relative posi-
tion within the distribution change frequently
for individual households, especially if this
occurs at the upper tail of the distribution,

The SCE has been designed in part to
answer the question of how individual house-

holds have fared over time, by re-interviewing
some of the same households in 1986 and
1989 who were interviewed in 1983. iJnfor-
innately, it is innpossihle to track any individual

households longitudinally because the infor-
mation about re-interviewing has been sup-

pressed in the 1989 public-use data tape.
Nonetheless, it is still possible to analyze
the position of the same types of households

over time. The threshold for inclusion in
this group is $1.71 million in net worth in
1983 and $1.97 nmillion in 1989.

Variable

Intercept

Income

Income7

K-squared

Note: Numbers in parentheses under the coefficients ore t-rotios.

nousymoia
Table 8 shows the deanographic charac-

teristics of these rich households. Nearly all
were white and nearly all were married cou-
ples, although the proportion who were
members of minority groups rose from less
than 1 percent to unore than 5 percent, and
the proportion who were not married rose
fi’om 10 percent to 16 percent. A substantial
mnajority were college graduates. About
three-quarters had no children, or at least
none living at home. The median age of the
household head was 58 in both years, but
in 1989 there were enore relatively young
households among the rich (17 percent com-
pared to 10 percent in 1983), and fewer in

the 55-64 age bracket, A more detailed clas-
sification (not reported in the table) shows
that about half the households in the 45-54
age bracket had children in 1983, hut few
households did at older ages. This suggests
that by about age 50, the children of these
fanmilies have grown up and left home.

Coanparison with Table 5 shows that

these households are nmuch better educated
and quite a hit older than the general popula-
tion, and are disproportionately white. They
are more likely to be married hut, perhaps

because of their age, less likely to have chil-
dren living at home, However, the precision
of the percentages in Table 8 should not be

overemphasized. The number of observa-
tions in the top 1 percent of each survey is

FROERAL R!SRRVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

The Relationship Between Wealth and
Income, 1983 and 1989
(net worth including autos, adjusted for assets;
1989 dollars)

1983 1989

--177,338
(10.9)

—-37,026
(1.6)

10.84 6.70
(32.8) (30.2)

53.3E-8 —6.4E-8
(4.0) (23.4)

.396 .231
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Demographics of the Richest 1 Percent of
U.S. Households, 1983 and 1989

Age of household head:
Under 25
25-34
35.44

15-54
5564

65-74
75.

Household composition:
Married couple no children
Morried couple children
Single mole, no children
Single mole, children
Single female, no children
Single female, children

Race/ethnicity of household head:
While
Black
Hispanic
Other

Education of household head:
Grade schoat
Same high school
High schaol graduate
Same col!ege
~oflegegroduate or mare

1983 1989

not large to begin with: 287 in 1983 and 456
in 1989, Thus.., there are not likely to be many
in some of the smaller demographic categories.
Where the surveys have mnarked differences
in thesamples and weighted proportions for

the smaller categories, as show-n in Table 5
and discussed in theprevious section, the
representation of tinese categories among the

top 1 percent is likely to vary as well, and the
proportions in these categories in Tahle 8
anay he suspect. The figure for minority groups

in 1983 is especially suspect because of their
underrepresentation in that year’s SCE, as
discussed earlier.

Table 9 describes the components of net
worth for these households. As the top panel
shows, in both years unincorporated businesses
constituted the largest share of their wealth,
over one-third in 1983 and almost 40 percent
in 1989. Comanercial and rental property
accounted for about one-sixth in both years.
The most surprising finding is the sharp
decline in the importance of stock ownership,
despite the stock market boom of the 1980s.

These patterns vary by age. In general,
stocks are more important and unincorporated
businesses are less important for older house-
holds. In 1983, for households under 65,
unincorporated businesses were the largest
component of net worth; for those 65 or over,
stocks were, In 1989, stocks were the largest
holding only for those 75 or over. At the other
end of the age distribution, if young house-
holds did manage to qualify for inclusion
aanong the very rich, they did it as owners
of unincorporated businesses or perhaps,
in 1983, as real estate investors.

The second panel shows the importance
of thedifferent assets to individual households:
What was the most important asset in the
portfolio of each rich household? Unincor-
porated businesses were the most important
by this measure also in both years, although
the proportion declined from 42 to 34 percent.
Investment real estate was the most important
asset for about one-fifth of the richest house-
holds in both years. Stocks declined by this
measure as well.”

The marked increase in the importance
of mniscellaneous assets (collectibles, debts
owed to the household, oil and gas leases) in
both panels may result froan a change in the
questionnaire. Nine more categories were
listed separately in 1989, including future
proceeds frpmn a lawsuit or an estate, royalties,
deferred compensation, futures contracts,
non-publicly traded stock, and cash not else-
where classified, At the same time, however.
the most frequently cited miscellaneous asset
in 1983—boats----was anoved to the “vehicle”
category in 1989, along with campers, air-
planes and motorcycles.

Three times as many households reported
owning miscellaneous assets in 1989 as in

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

0.0%
2.1
8,4

27.9
30.3
20.9
10.4

662%

233
4.0
0.1
6.4
0.0

99.2%
0,1-
0.0
0.7

1.3%
1.5

l4.1
20.3
62.8

0.0%
1.3

15.5
27.0
22.2
22.1
11.9

585%

25,1
9,5
2.6
3.7

0.7

94.5%
0.7

1.1
3.7

2.8%
1,3

8.8
14.0
73.2

Welt 11 994l slew, that a large
share at wealth al the tap art-half
all ptrcert (mlii he terms the
~~sapeeriri’lin 1989 tansisted at
uniararparated lrsiaesses and
ineestmeet real estate, and he
specalatas that this was the accent
ta wealth lathe 1980,. The data
la lahles land 9 ealy partly se~
part this inlereema. Uaiamarparated
hesinesses were a larger share of
the tatal eat warth a1 the oldest 1
percent, let were the mast leaper’
teat asset ie tie pa.’ltalia far fewer
at them.
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1983 among the population as a whole, and

this is reflected among the richest households
as well, Miscellaneous assets were the most
important asset for a remarkably largenumber

of wealthy households in 1989. Mean hold-
ings of miscellaneous assets for wealthy

households reporting such assets increased
from $148,000 in 1983 to $546,000 in 1989
(both aneasured in 1989 dollars). Not many

wealthy households reported holding assets
in the categories added in 1989, but those who
did typically reported holdings of $250,000
or nmore. In addition, a category of “other”
was available in 1989, besides the 29 specified,
and one household reported $28 million worth

of such “other” miscellaneous assets.
Given the importance of unincorporated

businesses among the richest households, it

is worth taking a brief look at the kinds of
businesses they own. The SCF asks what the
business does, for those in which the house-
hold has a management interest. In 1983,
the most common classification was “profes-

sional practice,” an unfortunately broad cat-
egory including law, medicine, accounting
and architecture specifically, and perhaps

others as well. Some 22 percent of the richest
households owning unincorporated businesses
were in this category. The second most com-

mon classification, at 20 percent, was “other
wholesale/retail outlets,” including everything
except food and liquor, restaurants, gas sta-
tions and direct sales. In 1989, real estate!
insurance was much the most common, at
43 percent, but few- of the richest households
were in these lines of business in 1983. “Other
outlets” was the second most common classi-

fication, at 26 percent. In general, there is
not much correspondence among the kinds
of businesses owned between the two years,

except in the broadest classifications.
Respondents were asked about the value

of two actively managed businesses in 1983
and three in 1989, along with summary
questions about other actively managed
businesses in both years. Also in 1983,
households in the high-income sample were
not surveyed unless they volunteered to par-
ticipate, while in 1989 they were surveyed

unless they declined to participate. These
differences may limit the comparability of
the richest households between the surveys.

iNn,,

Asset Holdings of the RIchest 1 Percent of
Households, 1983 and 1989

Relative Importance of Individual Asset Categories
1983 1989

Unincorporated business 33.8’. 39.7”,
Stocks 18.2 7.7
Investment real estone 16.7 16.5
Home equity 8.7 8.2
Trusts 6.4 3.8
Bonds 5.9 i/

Forms 2 / 2.6
Miscellaneous assets 10 5.9
All other 6.0 9.9

Proportion of Households for Whom Asset Category Is Largest Share of Net
Worth

1983 1989

Unincorparated business 41.8’. 33.P.
lncesimant real estate 205 22.2
Stocks 16.3 9.0
Farms 1.0 31
Trusts 1,9 74
Bonds 4.5 3.6
Miscellaneous 03 8.9
All ether 4/ 121

Taken at face value, the data on unincorpo-
rated business suggest that different house-
holds were in the top 1 percent in both years.
The shifts in portfolio composition support
the same inference.

wit ‘
The distribution of wealth probably

became slightly more unequal between 1983
and 1989, but this conclusion does not hold
for all specifications analyzed in this article.
The sign and magnitude of the change depend
on how broadly wealth is defined, and on such
technical issues as what weights are used and
whether and how the data for individual
households are adjusted on the basis of
national balance sheet data.

No single explanathon appears to account
for most, or very much, of the change in the
distribution of wealth, Neither changes in
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asset values or broad demographic changes are
very important. The high correlation between

current income and \vealth suggests that the
change in the distribution of wealth may minor
the change in the distribution of income, hut
the relationship between income and wealth
became less pronounced over the period.

The analysis in this article can best be
described as a preliminary exploration of the
wealth data in the SCF, and it has considered
fairly simple explanations of the change in the
distribution, A nuanber of more specific and
sophisticated issues may merit further analy-
sis, based on the work to date:

(1) It is possible to look more closely at
the effect of changes in household coanposi-
tion, particularly divorce and remarriage, since
changes in marital status between 1983 and
1989 are reported for individual respondents
in the 1989 SCF.

(2) The growing esnployment opportu-
nities for women stnggest that it would be
worthwhile to analyze the effect of the labor
force status of both meanhers of married cou-
ples. Two-earner, two-professional couples
(doctors manied to doctors or to lawyers,
for example) appear to he growing in impor-
tance; these may be high-wealth households.
More generally, the contribution of a second
earner to household wealth can he studied
in the SCF.

(3) The 1983 SCF illustrates the impor-
tance of pensions and Social Security in the
portfolios, broadly defined, of households with
relatively low net worth, It may he possible
to extend these calculations to 1989, to inves-
tigate ~vhether inequality is rising when they
are included and whether lower-wealth house-
holds are substituting them for other types
of assets.

Finally, it may he that the increase in
inequahty is a cyclical phenomenon. As noted
at the beginning of this article, the years from
1.983 to 1989 comprise most of a long eco-
nomic expansion. The Census Bureau reports
that the distribution of income tends to become
more unequal during expansions. Gini coef-
ficients for household income have risen in
every year since 1968, except three: 1974, 1980
and 1990, all of them years of recession. Over
the 1968-92 period, the Gini coefficient rose
from 0.388 to 0.433, or slightly less than

0.02 per year. During the 1983-89 expansion,
it rose from 0,414 to 0.431, or about 0.024

per year. There are so few surveys with data
on household asset holdings that it is difficult
to consider the distribution of wealth cycli-
cally, but the 1992 SCF may shed light on
this conjecture, since it covers the downturn
of 1990-91.
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